
CS1 Studio Project: Connect Four 

Due date: November 8, 2006 

In this project, we will implementing a GUI version of the two-player game Connect Four. The goal of 
this project is to give you experience in several important areas: 

� Writing a larger software system that involves several interacting classes.  
� Passing objects around as parameters.  
� Using 2-dimensional arrays.  
� Developing classes from Javadocs.  

Connect Four is a simple game played by two players (we will call them "Red" and "Blue"). They take 
turns dropping pieces of their color into a grid-like playing board. Several web-based versions are 
available, click here to play one. This picture shows a game in progress in our GUI:  

  

Note that when a piece is played in a particular column, it drops as far down the column as possible, 
perhaps all the way to the bottom. If a column is full, a piece may not be played in that column. The 
winner is the first person to get four pieces of their color in a row, across, down or diagonally (thus the 
name of the game!).  

For the project, we provide you with the classes ConnectFour and ConnectFour$PlayBox that contains 

the main GUI and allows for two human players to play the game against each other. Download the jar 
file here and save it in your project directory. To unarchive the jar file, run this command to extract the 
supplied classes:  



jar xvf project.jar  

Once the other required classes (listed below) have been created, in the same directory, you will be able 
to run the program by typing java ConnectFour (this will make a default 5x7 board). You can also 

make a game of any size by typing java ConnectFour [width] [height] where [width] and [height] 

are replaced by the size of the board you want to play.  

You will be writing three classes that perform all of the other work of the game. Namely:  

� Piece.java will represent a single playing piece, with class constants for the two colors.  

� GameBoard.java is the major class you will write. It stores the current state of the board, allows 

the GUI to drop pieces into it, and can tell the GUI when one player has won.  
� Statistics.java keeps track of some simple statistics for reporting in the GUI.  

The GameBoard class will contain sufficient information to keep track of the board as the game is 
played. You should use a two-dimensional array to keep track of which pieces are at which location. 
Dropping pieces will result in checking the appropriate column in the array to see where the piece ends 
up. Then, to decide if one player has won, you will need to search through this array in all the possible 
directions (being careful not to go out of bounds!) and look for four in a row present and of the same 
color.  

Important information 

To submit your project, you will use the following command: 

try 231-grd project1 Piece.java GameBoard.java Statistics.java 

The project will be due on Wednesday, November 8, at 11:59 PM.  

Last modified: Mon Oct 2 13:42:12 EDT 2006 by zjb 



Class Piece 

java.lang.Object 

  Piece 

public class Piece

extends java.lang.Object 

Objects of this class represents a single piece in the game.  

  

  

  

   

BLUE 

public static int BLUE 

Package  Class Tree Deprecated Index Help 
 PREV CLASS   NEXT CLASS FRAMES    NO FRAMES     All Classes 

SUMMARY: NESTED | FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD DETAIL: FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD

extended by 

Field Summary
static int

BLUE  

          Class constant for representing a blue piece

static int
RED  

          Class constant for representing a red piece

Constructor Summary

Piece(int c)  

          Constructor

Method Summary
 boolean

isRed()  

          Returns true if and only if the piece is red.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object

clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, 

wait, wait

Field Detail



Class constant for representing a blue piece 

RED 

public static int RED 

Class constant for representing a red piece 

Piece 

public Piece(int c) 

Constructor 

Parameters: 
c - a color (Piece.BLUE or Piece.RED) 

isRed 

public boolean isRed() 

Returns true if and only if the piece is red. 

Returns: 
redness 

Constructor Detail

Method Detail
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Class GameBoard 

java.lang.Object 

  GameBoard 

public class GameBoard

extends java.lang.Object 

This class holds the current state of the gameboard and performs a few useful functions for the GUI.  

  

  

   

GameBoard 

public GameBoard(int w, 
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SUMMARY: NESTED | FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD DETAIL: FIELD | CONSTR | METHOD

extended by 

Constructor Summary

GameBoard(int w, int h)  

          Constructs a game board of the given size and initializes its statistics.

Method Summary
 int

drop(Piece p, int col)  

          Drops the given piece on the board at the given location.

 Statistics
getStats()  

          Returns an object carrying the accumulated stats for the game.

 void
reset()  

          Clears the game board and increments the number of games played.

 boolean
winner()  

          Checks the board and reports if either player has won the game.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object

clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, 

wait, wait

Constructor Detail



                 int h) 

Constructs a game board of the given size and initializes its statistics. 

Parameters: 
w - Width of the board 

h - Height of the board 

drop 

public int drop(Piece p, 

                int col) 

Drops the given piece on the board at the given location. The return value is defined as the 
distance the piece has fallen: 0 means it has stopped in the highest row, up to height-1 if it falls to 
the bottom. Attempting to drop a piece in a full column should result in a return value of -1. 

Parameters: 
p - Piece to be dropped 

col - Column (0 to width-1) in which the piece is dropped  

Returns: 
Distance dropped 

winner 

public boolean winner() 

Checks the board and reports if either player has won the game. Also must update its statistics to 
reflect the win. 

Returns: 
Do we have a winner? 

reset 

public void reset() 

Clears the game board and increments the number of games played. 

getStats 

Method Detail



public Statistics getStats() 

Returns an object carrying the accumulated stats for the game. Note that this should include the 
current game in progress (if any). 

Returns: 
a Statistics object 
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Class Statistics 

java.lang.Object 

  Statistics 

public class Statistics

extends java.lang.Object 

Holds the statistics for a ConnectFour game. There will only be one Statistics object used through the 
run of the program, since it is designed to keep track over multiple games played.  
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extended by 

Constructor Summary

Statistics()  

          Constructor

Method Summary
 void

gameWon(Piece winner)  

          Increments the win total for the given player.

 void
newGame()  

          Increments the number of games played.

 int
numBlueWins()  

          Returns the number of games won by blue.

 int
numGames()  

          Returns the number of games played.

 int
numRedWins()  

          Returns the number of games won by red.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object

clone, equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait, 

wait, wait

Constructor Detail



Statistics 

public Statistics() 

Constructor 

newGame 

public void newGame() 

Increments the number of games played. 

gameWon 

public void gameWon(Piece winner) 

Increments the win total for the given player. 

Parameters: 
winner - A piece from the player that won 

numGames 

public int numGames() 

Returns the number of games played. 

Returns: 
number of games played 

numBlueWins 

public int numBlueWins() 

Returns the number of games won by blue. 

Returns: 
number of games won by blue 

Method Detail



numRedWins 

public int numRedWins() 

Returns the number of games won by red. 

Returns: 
number of games won by red 
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